Customize Products through Leviton
Make-To-Order Program

We’ve made building the exact solution for a network quicker and easier than ever. Rely on our innovative online custom configurators for a variety of fiber, copper, and power distribution products.

- Make-to-order enclosures, cable assemblies, PDUs
- Designed and assembled in the USA
- Fast turnaround times

800.824.3005
For Personal Assistance in Designing Your Custom Solution
CUSTOM CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

- BREAKOUT LEG
- FIRST END TERMINATION
- BREAKOUT LENGTH (IN)
- NOTE: OPTIONAL PULLING EYE ON FIRST END (not shown)
- ALIGNMENT: STAGGERED (1.5" every sub-unit of 12 fibers)
- ALIGNMENT: EVEN
- BREAKOUT LENGTH (IN)
- SECOND END TERMINATION
- FIBER TYPE
- CABLE TYPE
- FIBER COUNT
- BREAKOUT LENGTH (IN)
- CABLE LENGTH (FT)

Fiber Optic Solutions

800.824.3005
For Personal Assistance in Designing Your Custom Solution

Fiber Optic Solutions

Customize and order fiber **panels**, **enclosures**, **cassettes**, **trunk cables**, **harnesses**, and **patch cords**.

- Opt-X® Enclosures - Ultra, 1000i
- LightSpace® Rack-Mount Enclosures
- LightSpace Wall-Mount Enclosures
- LightSpace Network Interface Device - NIDS
- Fiber MTP® Modules - FM Series
- e2XHD MTP Fiber Cassettes
- Fiber MTP Harnesses
- Pre-Terminated Fiber Trunks

**NEXT DAY SHIPPING**®
- Premium Series Fiber Optic Patch Cords

**SAME DAY SHIPPING**®
- Economy Fiber Optic Patch Cords

DESIGN ASSISTANCE: WWW.LEVITON.COM/CONFIGURATOR | 800.824.3005 | +1.425.486.2222

*Some restrictions apply. Please contact Inside Sales for specific lead times on your order.*
CUSTOM CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

- Number of Cables: 6
- Alignment: Staggered
- Breakout Length (In)
- First End Termination
- Breakout Leg
- Second End Termination
- Breakout Length (In)
- Alignment: Even
- Category Rating: E.G. CAT 6, UTP Plenum

Copper Trunks Pre-terminated with e2XHD Cassettes
- CAT 6A Pre-Terminated Copper Trunks
- CAT 6A Secure RJ Patch Cords
- CAT 6A Patch Cords
- CAT 6 Pre-Terminated Copper Trunks
- CAT 6 Secure RJ Patch Cords
- CAT 6 Patch Cords
- CAT 5e Pre-Terminated Copper Trunks
- CAT 5e Patch Cords
- Pre-Terminated Copper Trunks with e2XHD cassettes

Please contact Inside Sales for specific lead times on your order.

800.824.3005

DESIGN ASSISTANCE: WWW.LEVITON.COM/CONFIGURATOR | 800.824.3005 | +1.425.486.2222

Designed and assembled in the USA
FLX Series Rack PDUs

FLX PDUs are available in **127 configurations** and a wide selection of **input plugs** and **output receptacles** that meet both NEMA and IEC standards. Most configurations can be manufactured in 5 days* or less for quantities of up to 25 units.

- 120V, 208V Single Phase, and 208V 3-phase (WYE or Delta) options
- 12 input plug options
- 4 output receptacle options in multiple configurations ranging from 2.0kW to 12.5kW

*Standard 10' cord length configurations

Need a **unique solution**?
Our engineers will work with you to design and manufacture a solution that meets your specific application needs. For questions or assistance configuring your products, please call Network Solutions Support at **800.824.3005**.